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Regarding the laser-driven acceleration of charged particles in photonic systems, a central unmet
challenge is the achievement of simultaneous transverse and longitudinal stability at nonultrarelativistic
energies. At such energies, Earnshaw’s theorem [S. Earnshaw, Trans. Cambridge Philos. Soc. 7, 97
(1842)] indicates that a synchronous accelerating wave gives a defocusing effect. We present a scheme in
which particles are accelerated by interaction with a resonant spatial harmonic and are focused by strong
ponderomotive interaction with nonresonant spatial harmonics. We show that this scheme exhibits net
transverse focusing and longitudinal stability, and we discuss its use in a compact laser accelerator.
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To meet the needs of future high-energy physics accelerators and x-ray free-electron lasers, there has been significant recent research into very high field (> GV=m)
acceleration techniques [1,2] that hybridize existing accelerator technology with optical technology such as lasers
[3,4] and photonic band-gap crystals [5]. To permit operation at very high fields in the optical regime, a laser
structure accelerator (LSA) should abandon the use of
metals in favor of dielectrics [6]. In contrast to the nearaxisymmetry used in standard radio frequency (rf) linear
accelerators (linacs), the system should have a field configuration with approximately two-dimensional Cartesian
symmetry [4,5]. This transverse asymmetry gives two
advantages that permit large charge fluxes. First, spacecharge self-forces, which are highly disruptive at low
energy, are geometrically mitigated. Second, destabilizing
transverse wakefields, which are a significant challenge in
high-frequency accelerators, are greatly diminished [7].
The charged-particle dynamics in LSAs present distinct
challenges. In an accelerating wave of magnitude E and
wave vector k, a charged particle’s longitudinal dynamics
may be categorized according to the ratio of its increase in
 to its advance in phase,  ¼ qE=kmc2 . Electron dynamics in rf linacs, where   1, are straightforward in that the
electrons’ phase motion quickly becomes negligible, as
relativistic velocities are achieved early in the acceleration
process. In contrast, for   1, appropriate for ions in rf
linacs and electrons in GV=m infrared LSAs, the dynamics
are more intricate and are described in terms of stable
regions, termed ‘‘buckets,’’ localized in longitudinal phase
space around resonant nonultrarelativistic velocities. For
electron LSAs, the time scale of this motion is sub-fs and
the beam’s narrow transverse dimension is on the scale of
microns. Accordingly, an LSA should employ very small
normalized emittances, y;n ’ 109 –1010 m  rad, as well
as an effective focusing scheme. In proton linacs, synchronous defocusing is counteracted by use of external focusing. This approach may not be used in optical accelerators,
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as the length scales are too short for standard magnetic
devices. Thus, one is forced to examine focusing provided
by the second-order transverse forces associated with the
electromagnetic mode itself. Second-order focal effects are
obtained by varying the fields in a time-dependent fashion,
for which Xie has proposed an alternating phase scheme
[8]. However, the resultant second-order acceleration is
quite complex and inherently weak.
Addressing these dynamics problems, we propose a
new scheme that utilizes an accelerator eigenmode consisting of multiple spatial harmonics. Acceleration is provided by a resonant spatial harmonic, while second-order
focusing [9] sufficient to overcome the resonant wave’s
defocusing is provided by nonresonant spatial harmonics.
Furthermore, we demonstrate that the longitudinal motion
associated with the resonant bucket is not destabilized by
the presence of these perturbing nonresonant waves.
Consider a dielectric periodic along the beam axis,
ðx? ; zÞ ¼ ðx? ; z þ dÞ. The electric field of a mode having wave vector k^z and angular frequency ! can then be
written in Floquet form, Eðx; tÞ ¼ E0 eiðkz!tÞ uðxÞ, where
uðx? ; z þ dÞ ¼ uðx? ; zÞ. Assuming the convention that k
lies in the first Brillouin zone, =d < k  =d. Because
u is periodic in z, one may write the longitudinal field as
X
Ez ¼ iE0 anz eiðknz z!tÞ ;
(1)
nz

where knz ¼ k þ 2nz =d, and the sum is taken over all
integers nz . For later convenience, an overall phase of i
has been extracted. The field in Eq. (1) is decomposed
into spatial harmonics, each having the same temporal
frequency but different phase velocity vnz ¼ !=knz .
Acceleration by resonant interaction occurs when the particle’s velocity is nearly equal to the phase velocity of one
of the spatial harmonics, which we label n0 .
As the essential features are present in a simplified 2D
analysis, all field variation with x is dropped for now.
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Therefore, one may classify the modes as to whether the
field in the plane is electric or magnetic [10]. To permit
acceleration along the z axis, assume that the mode under
consideration is electric in the plane, so that the only nonvanishing field components are Ey , Ez , and Bx . Further
assume that the dielectric has mirror symmetry about the
y ¼ 0 plane, ðxÞ ¼ ðMy xÞ, where the mirror-reflection
operator My is defined by its action on a three-vector,
My hvx ; vy ; vz i ¼ hvx ; vy ; vz i. Combining this with our
previous assumption that k lies along the z axis, the fields
are either even (upper sign) or odd (lower sign) under y
reflection [10],
My EðMy xÞ ¼ EðxÞ
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and

My BðMy xÞ ¼ BðxÞ:

Consistent with the demands of focusing and acceleration,
only consider even modes so that Ey and Bx are odd
functions about y ¼ 0, while Ez is an even function about
y ¼ 0. For small displacements y from the beam axis
(y=d  1) to lowest nonvanishing order, Gauss’s law,
Ey ’ yð@Ez =@zÞ, gives
X
Ey ’ yE0 anz knz eiðknz z!tÞ :

Following the analysis of Ref. [11], the electron motion
is separated into a slowly varying ‘‘secular’’ component
Xi ðtÞ and a rapidly varying component i ðtÞ, xi ðtÞ ¼
Xi ðtÞ þ i ðtÞ, so that the secular equations of motion for
a force having the form of Eq. (2) are
1þ2

me n0

where the sum is over all integers q and
fy;q ¼ yeE0 an0 þq kn0 þq ð1  n0 n0 þq Þeikn0 þq  ;
fz;q ¼ ieE0 an0 þq eikn0 þq  :
Several observations are made of the Lorentz force. First,
the resonant spatial harmonic q ¼ 0 is considered. Defining
the particle phase   kn0 , the transverse and longitudinal
contributions are ðyeE0 kn0 =2n0 Þ cos and eE0 sin,
respectively. For stable longitudinal acceleration, which
requires =2 <  < 0, the transverse force is defocusing.
Second, the nonresonant spatial harmonics q  0 is considered. The transverse components vanish for vn0 vn0 þq ¼ c2
and are otherwise proportional to kn0 þq  2n0 kn0 .

XX

1

1þ2
j q0 2me n0

j;z

q2 !2n0

Adopting the beam physics convention of using z as
the independent variable and introducing the notation
ðÞ0  d=dz ¼ ð1=vn0 Þd=dt,

n k2n
2n !2
Y 00 ¼ Y 3 0 20 cos  2 0 4 2 ½ðB þ DÞ
n0 n0
2n0 n0 !n0

þ ðC þ EÞ cos2 ;
(3)
where
n0 

Likewise, the lowest order transverse component of the
magnetic field from Ampère’s law, Bx ’ ðy=c2 Þð@Ez =@tÞ,
is obtained giving
yE X
Bx ’ 20 anz knz vnz eiðknz z!tÞ :
c nz

q

X€ i ¼ Re½fi;0 ðXÞ 



@fi;q
Re
ðf þ fj;q Þ :
@xj j;q
X

nz

One final simplifying assumption is that all of the amplitudes anz are real, which can always be arranged for a
dielectric lattice having both spatial-inversion and timereversal symmetries. Without loss of generality, set an0 ¼ 1.
For an electron traveling at approximately the resonant
phase velocity, we substitute  ¼zvn0 t and define !n0 
2!=kn0 d so that the Lorentz force F¼eðEþvn0 z^ BÞ
may be written
X
Fi ðx; tÞ ¼ Re fi;q ðxÞeiq!n0 t ;
(2)

i;z

B¼

eE0 n0
eE0
¼
ðe > 0Þ;
2
2me c2
kn0 me c
X a2n0 þq k2n0 þq
q0

C¼

q2

ð1  n0 n0 þq Þ2 ;

X an0 þq an0 q kn0 þq kn0 q
q0

q2

ð1  n0 n0 þq Þð1  n0 n0 q Þ;
D¼

1 X a2n0 þq k2n0 þq ð1  n0 n0 þq Þ
;
2n0 q0
q2

E¼

1 X an0 þq an0 q k2n0 þq ð1  n0 n0 þq Þ
:
2n0 q0
q2

The transverse secular equation of motion, Eq. (3), yields the
criteria for simultaneous acceleration and stabilization.
The term linear in E0 is the resonant defocusing term, and
the term quadratic in E0 is the average effect of the rapidly
oscillating nonresonant spatial harmonics. More specifically,
the terms B and C are due to the rapid transverse motion,
whereas the terms D and E are due to the rapid longitudinal
motion. The direct terms B and D are unconditionally focusing, whereas the interference terms C and E are either
focusing or defocusing, depending on the particle phase .
These interference terms result from a nonresonant spatial
harmonic driving the rapid motion, while an oppositely
traveling wave, relative to the synchronous frame, is sampled
by the averaging procedure.
Because the ponderomotive focusing terms in Eq. (3) are
proportional to 1=q2 !2n0 , the focusing strength can be significantly increased by reducing !n0 ¼ 2vn0 =d. Consider,
at first, a photonic accelerator whose longitudinal periodicity
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d is of the same order as the photonic lattice constant a. As
useful photonic band gaps typically lie in the frequency
range !a=2c ¼ a=  1, one has !n0  n0 !.
Therefore, the frequencies of the rapidly varying forces
are in the optical range, and the ponderomotive focusing
force remains correspondingly weak. If, instead, we consider a photonic accelerator whose smallest repeating
length (i.e., the primitive lattice constant) along the longitudinal direction is d ¼ Na, then !n0  n0 !=N and the
ponderomotive focusing force grows correspondingly
strong. We specify that d is then primitive so that both of
the q ¼ 1 spatial harmonics do not identically vanish by
symmetry.
Breakdown ultimately limits the peak axial field that can
be used. For the accelerator eigenmodes under consideration, the peak axial field is typically larger than the peak
dielectric field, roughly Epeak axial =Epeak dielect  1:5. The
breakdown electric field for a pulse propagating in a dielecpﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
tric [12] is Epeak dielect ¼ Fth = c0 , where Fth is the material’s damage threshold and is the pulse length. Due to
its high dielectric coefficient and compatibility with microfabrication techniques, we are strongly considering silicon
at 5 m. The damage threshold has yet to be measured in
silicon at 5 m for & ps pulses, but Soong et al. [13]
measured Fth ¼ 0:35 J=cm2 at 2:2 m for 1 ps pulses. At
5 m, multiphoton ionization will be weaker, but tunnel
ionization will be stronger. Using this value of Fth and
¼ 80 fs gives Epeak axial ¼ 6 GV=m. Other promising
materials in the infrared are sapphire and quartz, which
have more than an order-of-magnitude improvement in Fth
over silicon, at the cost of a smaller dielectric constant.
Consider the case where the only nonvanishing nonresonant spatial harmonic is q ¼ þ1, which provides two
simplifications. First, it avoids interference terms in the
transverse secular equation of motion, so that C ¼ E ¼ 0
in Eq. (3). Second, taking the nonresonant spatial harmonic
to be slower (q > 0) than the resonant spatial harmonics
avoids the mutual cancellation of the transverse electric
and magnetic forces at vn0 vn0 þq ¼ c2 . Comparing the
resonant defocusing force’s maximum value at  ¼ 0
with the nonresonant focusing force’s minimum value (in
this case, the focusing force does not depend on ) yields
the transverse stability diagram shown in Fig. 1.
Having identified the transverse stability condition, we now
concentrate on longitudinal dynamics. Examining briefly only
the effect of the resonant wave, we define the momentum
deviation ppz pn0 , where pn0 ¼n0 n0 me c. Then, we
write the electron’s small-amplitude longitudinal
Hamiltonian as [14]
Hð; pÞ
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 2

n0 ð pÞ2
ðme c Þ
 n0 ðcos þ  sin0 Þ ;
2n0 p2n0
2

where we have allowed for an accelerating bucket by
setting the synchronous phase 0 < 0. As this
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FIG. 1 (color online). Stability diagram for a single nonresonant spatial harmonic an0 þ1  0. Increasing the slow modulation
length N and increasing the particle energy n0 improves transverse stability and gives higher values of the accelerating field E0
for a fixed net field E0 ð1 þ jan0 þ1 jÞ ¼ 6 GV=m. Locations of the
two example cases discussed in the text are shown with dot
markers. The region below the dotted line ( ¼ 0:03) is longitudinally unstable. (a ¼ 1:15 m and ¼ 5 m).

Hamiltonian is a constant of the motion, one may deduce
the dimensions of the stable bucket in longitudinal phase
space.
To examine the dynamics in the presence of nonresonant
harmonics, the equation of motion is numerically solved as

dð p=pn0 Þ n0 kn0 d
¼
ðsin  sin0 Þ
d~t
2n0 n0

X
an0 þq sin½ðkn0 þq =kn0 Þ þ 2q~t
þ
q0

d kn0 d
¼ 2 ð p=pn0 Þ;
d~t
n0

(4)

where ~t  !n0 t=ð2Þ is a dimensionless time variable normalized so that ~t ¼ 1 corresponds to a single period of the
micromotion’s lowest frequency components (q ¼ 1).
Two example cases, n0 ¼ 6 and n0 ¼ 1000, with
stable acceleration parameters, are shown in Table I.
Simultaneously integrating both the longitudinal equation
of motion, Eq. (4), and the transverse equation of motion,
me y€ ¼ Fy , both of these cases were verified to be stable.
Figure 2 shows longitudinal phase-space trajectories for
the n0 ¼ 6 case. Even with such large amplitude perturbing waves, a stable bucket structure is observed. Though
TABLE I. Low- and high-energy example cases yielding
transverse and longitudinal stability with accelerating gradients
1 GeV=m. [N ¼ 250 and E0 ð1 þ an0 þ1 Þ ¼ 6 GV=m].
n0
6
1000
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E0 (GV=m)

an0 þ1 E0 (GV=m)

GeV=m

1.414
3.536

4.586
2.464

1.0
2.5
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to not destabilize the trajectories. An approximately
equivalent longitudinal stability criterion,

0.10

 
kn0 eE0 an0 þq
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¼
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FIG. 2 (color online). Longitudinal phase-space trajectories
for a bucket having acceleration gradient 1 GeV=m being perturbed by a strong nonresonant wave. The blue orbits are
obtained by averaging the phase space motion over a single
period ~t ¼ 1. The dotted line is the raw phase-space motion for
the outermost blue orbit, showing the rather violent nonresonant
longitudinal motion that provides approximately 40% of the
transverse stability in this case. The black line is the separatrix
obtained
pﬃﬃﬃfrom the unperturbed Hamiltonian. [N ¼ 250, n0 ¼ 6,
En0 ¼ 2 GV=m, E0 ð1 þ an0 þ1 Þ ¼ 6 GV=m, 0 ¼ =4].

increasing N improves transverse stability, it also moves
the nonresonant buckets closer to the resonant buckets.
When the border regions of the two buckets overlap, the
trajectories become longitudinally unstable according to
the Chirikov criterion [15]. For instance, in Fig. 2, the
nonresonant buckets travel towards the left and are located
at p=pn0 ¼0:33, far enough below the resonant buckets

is shown in Fig. 1, where
has been determined via
comparison with numerical results.
We now give a brief example of a band-gap-confined
waveguide accelerator that provides nonresonant focusing.
It consists of a linear channel and a triangular lattice of holes
etched into silicon (see Fig. 3 and movies in Supplemental
Material [16]). The channel width is modulated over a
distance of d ¼ 8a, where a is the lattice constant. This
provides a mix of spatial harmonics, particularly a slow
sideband and a fast sideband. The beam is synchronized to
the fast sideband, labeled q ¼ 0 in Fig. 4(a). Then the q ¼ 1
spatial harmonic provides the majority of nonresonant focusing, as shown by the spatial harmonic spectrum in Fig. 4(b).
To design for large N, we treat the slow modulation as a
cyclic adiabatic variation [17]. This 2D design can be generalized to a 3D design incorporating either a single finite
slab or a stack of finite slabs. In 3D, the mode is confined in
the plane by total internal reflection, provided that the spatial
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FIG. 3 (color online). Accelerator eigenmode simultaneously
providing both transverse focusing and longitudinal acceleration.
Arrows indicate electric field, and color shading indicates magnetic field in silicon. Unshaded channel in center and holes
represent vacuum. Slow modulation of the waveguide fingers
(N ¼ 8) produces two sidebands about the unmodulated waveguide mode. Beam is synchronized to the fast sideband. Here, we
take the design particles to be positrons, so that the synchronous
phase 0 is 3=4. See movies in Supplemental Material [16].
(a ¼ 1:15 m and ¼ 5 m)
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FIG. 4 (color online). Spectral properties of the accelerator
eigenmode shown in Fig. 3. (a) Band diagram. Three spatial
harmonics are shown with thick lines. The fast sideband, q ¼ 0,
is the resonant spatial harmonic and is approximately speed-oflight. The strongest nonresonant harmonic, q ¼ 1, is slightly
slower and provides the majority of the transverse focusing.
(b) Spatial harmonic spectrum. The strength of the two sidebands, q ¼ 0 and q ¼ 2, relative to the unmodulated spatial
harmonic, q ¼ 1, can be increased by increasing the depth of the
slow modulation.
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harmonics are mostly underneath the light cone. For transverse particle confinement in the x direction, the mode can be
adjusted so that it is resonantly focusing.
The approach presented here thus provides simultaneous
transverse and longitudinal stability, as shown by relevant
examples. The application of these results now takes on a
certain urgency, as it may be essential in guiding LSA
structure designs in numerous research programs, including an all-optical free-electron laser, with both accelerator
and undulator [18] driven by lasers.
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